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Challenge: Ethical  measurement

• Increased focus on ethical security research
• Required ethics considerations at conferences

• But: what does it mean for research to be ethical?
• Is it legal?
• Is it IRB-approved (read: exempt)?
• Are reviewers convinced it’s ethical?

• Goal: develop a cohesive, normative framework
(a classifier?) for ethical Internet measurement

Ethical Frameworks of Internet Measurement Studies

TABLE I. MAJOR SECURITY AND MEASUREMENT VENUES AND CONFERENCE YEARS WHEN ETHICAL
CONSIDERATIONS WERE FIRST MENTIONED IN CALLS-FOR-PAPERS. ADDITIONAL COLUMNS DESCRIBE ATTRIBUTES OF THE MOST RECENTLY-PUBLISHED CFP.

Conference Ethics in CFP since Latest CFP8 IRB1 Impact3 Disclosure4 Legal5 REC6 Framework7

ACM IMC 2009 [6] 2022 Belmont [28] (B/C)
USENIX Security 2013 [7] 2023 2 Menlo [22] (B)

NDSS 2015 [8] 2023
ACM CCS 2017 [10] 2022

ACM ASIACCS 2017 [9] 2023
IEEE S&P 2017 [11] 2023 2

IEEE EuroS&P 2017 [5] 2023 2 Menlo [22] (B)
ACM SIGMETRICS 2018 [12] 2023 2 Menlo [22] (B/C)

ACSAC 2021 [2] 2022
1 Require IRB or equivalent when potentially relevant 2 Emphasize that IRB is necessary but not sufficient 3 Discuss possibility of unforeseen impacts 4 Discuss disclosure of
vulnerabilties 5 Discuss legal issues 6 Research Ethics Committee 7 Cites an ethical framework (B=beneficence, C=consent) 8 Analyzed text is provided in the appendix.

III. STUDYING MEASUREMENT ETHICS IN PRACTICE

In response to community discussions on ethics in
measurement and security broadly, major venues and other have
instituted requirements to add discussion of ethical considerations
to paper submissions, and program committees (PCs) evaluate
papers on their ethical as well as technical merits. As papers
have been submitted and accepted by PCs in subsequent years,
reviewing these papers provides insight into community norms on
ethical measurement. To this end, we collect 10 papers in Internet
measurement (outlined in Table II) from the past 5 years that
were submitted to and accepted to conferences that specifically
highlighted ethical considerations in the call-for-papers. We
consider the ethical models of each paper with respect to parties
studied, consent received, and data collection/analysis.

For each paper, we determine the set of parties measured,
both intentionally and as a byproduct of the measurement. We
examine the types of data collected, anonymization techniques
(both during analysis and for publication). Next, we study
how measurement techniques can impact end-users during
collection, and the extent to which end-users can opt in/out of
the study. Our examined works are distributed broadly across
these dimensions, yet demonstrate ethical boundaries in the
community that may be fruitful for discussion.

Note: While our work interprets the ethical decisions made
by each work, we do not wish to pass judgment on the resulting
decisions of authors or reviewers. Rather, this work aims
to identify de facto ethical norms in in the field and make
recommendations towards adopting or improving on these norms.
While individual papers are not anonymized, the conclusions
of this would should not be taken as evaluations of individual
author choices. To this end, we refer to analyzed papers by their
reference numbers without author names.

A. Measured Parties

While each studied work generally targets measurement of
a specific phenomenon, this can often span across behaviors
of multiple parties. Further, collection methodologies that target
one party (such as scanners) can unintentionally collect data
sent by end users.

1) Measuring scanners: Of the studied papers, seven studied
the activities of Internet scanners to some end. Each achieved
this by exposing collection endpoints on some publicly-routable
IP address, and monitored/responded to incoming traffic. Traffic
from end-users (i.e. networks operated by users that do not

themselves intend to scan) can be received by these endpoints
for a variety of reasons:

1) Configuration. Clients could be configured to connect
due to services (a) deployed, or (b) previously deployed
at the IP address. For instance, [29] measures traffic at
IP addresses that are also used for legitimate purposes,
but filters out these ports from analysis to avoid
collecting end-user data. [18], [20], [21] can also
hypothetically receive traffic due to previously-deployed
services. [27] explicitly seeks to understand the effects
of previously deployed services, and so receiving
this traffic is by-design. When configuration causes
end-user connections, it is often not possible to soundly
distinguish from scanner traffic.

2) Client infection. Clients may be inadvertently co-opted
as scanners through the use of malware, such as
Mirai [14]. In these cases, scan traffic is often sourced
from residential IP addresses with infected devices.
While all examined papers studying scanners could
also receive this data, [18] explicitly isolates and
analyzes these end-user IPs. Without anonymization,
sharing these addresses could leave vulnerable systems
subject to targeted attacks.

When measuring scanners, traffic from end-users can
inevitably be collected. Papers collecting this data generally
focus on the impact of this collection (subsection III-D), rather
than the incidental collection of information. From this, we
conclude that studies of scanners can acceptably focus on their
main study goals, so long as legitimate traffic is not purposefully
elicited and reasonable effort is taken to protect data.

In these works, we also see a tacit assumption that measuring
the scanners themselves is not an ethical issue. Ostensibly, these
scanners are an aggregate and unavoidable phenomenon on the
public Internet. However, scanners are inevitably being designed
and operated by individuals and organizations, many of which
would likely explicitly not consent to measurement. Further,
disclosing personal details on scanner operators would expose
those users to personal or legal harm, which expressly violates
IRB exemptions.

The legal basis of such work may provide some insights.
Consider the regulatory definition of private information [1]:

Private information includes information about
behavior that occurs in a context in which an
individual can reasonably expect that no observation
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An existing classif ier: Institutional Review Boards (IRB)

• Required (In US) for federally-funded research
• In reality: required by Universities (and 

conference CFPs)
• False Accept (doing unethical research):

Failing to identify human subjects
Incomplete/missing anonymization
Unforeseen harms

• False Reject (rejecting ethical research):
Reasonable expectation of measurement
Statistically improbable impacts

Ethical Frameworks of Internet Measurement Studies

Source: HHS.gov



Towards a framework of IM ethical  considerations

Study Goal: understand considerations and 
emergent consensus on ethical measurement

Broad expectations from venues

Ethical risks in papers

Considerations by authors

Ultimately: develop a cohesive normative 
framework for ethical Internet measurement

Ethical Frameworks of Internet Measurement Studies

Building an Ethical Classifier?

🤔



Understanding ethical  dimensions of measurement studies

• Data points: accepted conference papers
Venues with ethics in CFP

• Features: presence and mitigation of 
possible ethical concerns

Ethical Frameworks of Internet Measurement Studies

TABLE II. EXAMINED WORKS IN INTERNET MEASUREMENT.
EACH PAPER COLLECTS AND ANALYZES CERTAIN DATA COLLECTED FROM USERS THROUGH THE INTERNET, SUBJECT TO ETHICS RESTRICTIONS OF MAJOR VENUES.

Ref Venue Vantage Point Data Collected Target Parties Incidental Parties Ethics Sec. Anon.1 Impact2

[20] ASIACCS ’18 Campus Net Transport-Layer Scanners End-Users
[17] IMC ’19 DNS Resolver DNS Queries Recursive Resolvers End-Users
[29] IMC ’19 CDN IPs Transport Layer Scanners
[18] CCS ’21 Cloud IPs DDoS Traffic Scanners End-Users
[21] SEC ’21 Cloud IPs Application Layer Scanners End-Users
[16] EuroS&PW ’22 Campus Net Application Layer Scanners
[24] SEC ’22 Container Registries Download counts End-Users
[27] S&P ’22 Cloud IPs Application Layer Scanners, End-Users 3

[30] IMC ’22 Web Browser Aggregate Browsing Behavior End-Users
[31] IMC ’22 Darknet Passive IP + DNS Scanners, DNS Servers 3

1 anonymized for publication anonymized at collection 2 reactive to inbound traffic probing/outbound 3 Outbound DNS queries

or recording is taking place, and information that has
been provided for specific purposes by an individual
and that the individual can reasonably expect will not
be made public (e.g., a medical record).

Based on these requirements, we’re faced with a seemingly-
simple question: is measuring scanners without consent accept-
able? One might argue that malicious scanners are targeting de-
ployed systems, and would therefore reasonably expect that their
activity would be recorded and analyzed for security purposes. As
such, personal details inferred from scanning activity are arguably
not considered private information and the scanner does not repre-
sent a human subject for purposes of IRB. Additionally, an official
interpretation [4] suggests that a bot itself is not a human subject,
though data provided by a bot could easily contain personal
information from other subjects. That being said, because scan-
ners can also be deployed on end-user systems, there is an open
question of whether the parties scanning are actually malicious
and have an expectation of recording. Through this, we observe
that an act as seemingly harmless as measuring scanning traffic
can have ethical pitfalls when working under existing frameworks.
The community must reach consensus on an ethical basis for
this measurement, as existing works do not address these issues.

2) Targeting end-users: Internet measurement papers also
aim to characterize the behaviors of end users. By measuring end
users, studies can better understand user behavior, but also infer
the performance of Internet resources and resulting user expe-
riences. Of our studied works, three targeted end-users for study.
Here, we see more involved efforts within the papers themselves
to characterize ethical implications: all end-user-targeting works
had ethics discussion, and two of those [27], [30] included con-
crete discussions of data management practices for collection, stor-
age, anonymization, and analysis of data (the third by construction
did not have access to non-anonymized information [24]).

Takeaways & Recommendations: From these works, we
can see that end-user involvement in measurement is often
an inevitable or even desirable phenomenon. Protections for
these parties should be far more strict than would be applied
to bot or scanner traffic, especially when receiving this data is
explicitly part of the measurement design. Even when scanners
are measured, it should be assumed that end-user data could be
received unless countermeasures are taken to prevent this, and
best practices should be applied to protect this collected data.

Multiple techniques can be employed to protect end-users
from undue involvement in measurement studies. Telescopes

can be deployed in IP ranges less likely to receive legitimate
traffic (e.g., data received by cloud telescopes is inherently more
sensitive due to latent configuration [27]). Telescopes deployed
on configured IPs can take advantage of that to filter legitimate
traffic [29], or signatures of residential IPs or known botnets
could be used to drop human subject data.

When end-user data is received, encryption and access control
techniques can be enumerated in the paper to demonstrate
protection of user data. Additionally, steps can be taken
post-collection to filter traffic that is likely end-users. For
instance, [27] identifies individual users based partially on
overall IPs or ports contacted. While in this case the technique
is used to isolate and study misconfigurations, it could be
applied in reverse to analyze only likely scanner traffic.

B. Types of data collected

As measurement studies vary in their endpoints, we likewise
see variation in the types of data collected: layer 7 (application)
traffic and IP- or transport-layer metadata are the most commonly
collected (9 of 10 papers in some form), with some targeting
specific subsets of these (e.g., DNS queries).

1) Application-layer data: Works have collected application-
layer data to measure misconfigurations [27], targeted
vulnerabilities [16], [21], and core Internet performance [17].
While collection of such data at major venues has recently
required ethical discussion, collection that includes end-user
data is acceptable so long as steps are taken to reduce impact
(subsection III-D). For instance, [27] describes processes for
encrypted data storage and access control to protect sensitive
data, and [21] only incidentally receives end-user application
data so follows standard best practices for data protection.

2) Metadata: In some cases, only metadata about network
flows are collected, with expectations for controls on data
collection and management being lower. For instance, [20]
records and analyzed TCP flow tuples of inbound and outbound
traffic on a campus network. While this study is intended to
monitor scanning behavior, the collection also incidentally
measures large amounts of end-user metadata. Another work,
[29], collects flow tuples of scanner traffic on IPs that also
receive and process legitimate traffic, though steps are taken
to ensure that only illegitimate scanner traffic is collected. This
paper does not contain an ethics section, highlighting that
metadata collection of scanner traffic with only incidental user
metadata does not constitute an ethical concern to the authors.
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Ethical Frameworks of Internet Measurement Studies
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1 anonymized for publication anonymized at collection 2 reactive to inbound traffic probing/outbound 3 Outbound DNS queries

or recording is taking place, and information that has
been provided for specific purposes by an individual
and that the individual can reasonably expect will not
be made public (e.g., a medical record).

Based on these requirements, we’re faced with a seemingly-
simple question: is measuring scanners without consent accept-
able? One might argue that malicious scanners are targeting de-
ployed systems, and would therefore reasonably expect that their
activity would be recorded and analyzed for security purposes. As
such, personal details inferred from scanning activity are arguably
not considered private information and the scanner does not repre-
sent a human subject for purposes of IRB. Additionally, an official
interpretation [4] suggests that a bot itself is not a human subject,
though data provided by a bot could easily contain personal
information from other subjects. That being said, because scan-
ners can also be deployed on end-user systems, there is an open
question of whether the parties scanning are actually malicious
and have an expectation of recording. Through this, we observe
that an act as seemingly harmless as measuring scanning traffic
can have ethical pitfalls when working under existing frameworks.
The community must reach consensus on an ethical basis for
this measurement, as existing works do not address these issues.

2) Targeting end-users: Internet measurement papers also
aim to characterize the behaviors of end users. By measuring end
users, studies can better understand user behavior, but also infer
the performance of Internet resources and resulting user expe-
riences. Of our studied works, three targeted end-users for study.
Here, we see more involved efforts within the papers themselves
to characterize ethical implications: all end-user-targeting works
had ethics discussion, and two of those [27], [30] included con-
crete discussions of data management practices for collection, stor-
age, anonymization, and analysis of data (the third by construction
did not have access to non-anonymized information [24]).

Takeaways & Recommendations: From these works, we
can see that end-user involvement in measurement is often
an inevitable or even desirable phenomenon. Protections for
these parties should be far more strict than would be applied
to bot or scanner traffic, especially when receiving this data is
explicitly part of the measurement design. Even when scanners
are measured, it should be assumed that end-user data could be
received unless countermeasures are taken to prevent this, and
best practices should be applied to protect this collected data.

Multiple techniques can be employed to protect end-users
from undue involvement in measurement studies. Telescopes

can be deployed in IP ranges less likely to receive legitimate
traffic (e.g., data received by cloud telescopes is inherently more
sensitive due to latent configuration [27]). Telescopes deployed
on configured IPs can take advantage of that to filter legitimate
traffic [29], or signatures of residential IPs or known botnets
could be used to drop human subject data.

When end-user data is received, encryption and access control
techniques can be enumerated in the paper to demonstrate
protection of user data. Additionally, steps can be taken
post-collection to filter traffic that is likely end-users. For
instance, [27] identifies individual users based partially on
overall IPs or ports contacted. While in this case the technique
is used to isolate and study misconfigurations, it could be
applied in reverse to analyze only likely scanner traffic.

B. Types of data collected

As measurement studies vary in their endpoints, we likewise
see variation in the types of data collected: layer 7 (application)
traffic and IP- or transport-layer metadata are the most commonly
collected (9 of 10 papers in some form), with some targeting
specific subsets of these (e.g., DNS queries).

1) Application-layer data: Works have collected application-
layer data to measure misconfigurations [27], targeted
vulnerabilities [16], [21], and core Internet performance [17].
While collection of such data at major venues has recently
required ethical discussion, collection that includes end-user
data is acceptable so long as steps are taken to reduce impact
(subsection III-D). For instance, [27] describes processes for
encrypted data storage and access control to protect sensitive
data, and [21] only incidentally receives end-user application
data so follows standard best practices for data protection.

2) Metadata: In some cases, only metadata about network
flows are collected, with expectations for controls on data
collection and management being lower. For instance, [20]
records and analyzed TCP flow tuples of inbound and outbound
traffic on a campus network. While this study is intended to
monitor scanning behavior, the collection also incidentally
measures large amounts of end-user metadata. Another work,
[29], collects flow tuples of scanner traffic on IPs that also
receive and process legitimate traffic, though steps are taken
to ensure that only illegitimate scanner traffic is collected. This
paper does not contain an ethics section, highlighting that
metadata collection of scanner traffic with only incidental user
metadata does not constitute an ethical concern to the authors.
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or recording is taking place, and information that has
been provided for specific purposes by an individual
and that the individual can reasonably expect will not
be made public (e.g., a medical record).

Based on these requirements, we’re faced with a seemingly-
simple question: is measuring scanners without consent accept-
able? One might argue that malicious scanners are targeting de-
ployed systems, and would therefore reasonably expect that their
activity would be recorded and analyzed for security purposes. As
such, personal details inferred from scanning activity are arguably
not considered private information and the scanner does not repre-
sent a human subject for purposes of IRB. Additionally, an official
interpretation [4] suggests that a bot itself is not a human subject,
though data provided by a bot could easily contain personal
information from other subjects. That being said, because scan-
ners can also be deployed on end-user systems, there is an open
question of whether the parties scanning are actually malicious
and have an expectation of recording. Through this, we observe
that an act as seemingly harmless as measuring scanning traffic
can have ethical pitfalls when working under existing frameworks.
The community must reach consensus on an ethical basis for
this measurement, as existing works do not address these issues.

2) Targeting end-users: Internet measurement papers also
aim to characterize the behaviors of end users. By measuring end
users, studies can better understand user behavior, but also infer
the performance of Internet resources and resulting user expe-
riences. Of our studied works, three targeted end-users for study.
Here, we see more involved efforts within the papers themselves
to characterize ethical implications: all end-user-targeting works
had ethics discussion, and two of those [27], [30] included con-
crete discussions of data management practices for collection, stor-
age, anonymization, and analysis of data (the third by construction
did not have access to non-anonymized information [24]).

Takeaways & Recommendations: From these works, we
can see that end-user involvement in measurement is often
an inevitable or even desirable phenomenon. Protections for
these parties should be far more strict than would be applied
to bot or scanner traffic, especially when receiving this data is
explicitly part of the measurement design. Even when scanners
are measured, it should be assumed that end-user data could be
received unless countermeasures are taken to prevent this, and
best practices should be applied to protect this collected data.

Multiple techniques can be employed to protect end-users
from undue involvement in measurement studies. Telescopes

can be deployed in IP ranges less likely to receive legitimate
traffic (e.g., data received by cloud telescopes is inherently more
sensitive due to latent configuration [27]). Telescopes deployed
on configured IPs can take advantage of that to filter legitimate
traffic [29], or signatures of residential IPs or known botnets
could be used to drop human subject data.

When end-user data is received, encryption and access control
techniques can be enumerated in the paper to demonstrate
protection of user data. Additionally, steps can be taken
post-collection to filter traffic that is likely end-users. For
instance, [27] identifies individual users based partially on
overall IPs or ports contacted. While in this case the technique
is used to isolate and study misconfigurations, it could be
applied in reverse to analyze only likely scanner traffic.

B. Types of data collected

As measurement studies vary in their endpoints, we likewise
see variation in the types of data collected: layer 7 (application)
traffic and IP- or transport-layer metadata are the most commonly
collected (9 of 10 papers in some form), with some targeting
specific subsets of these (e.g., DNS queries).

1) Application-layer data: Works have collected application-
layer data to measure misconfigurations [27], targeted
vulnerabilities [16], [21], and core Internet performance [17].
While collection of such data at major venues has recently
required ethical discussion, collection that includes end-user
data is acceptable so long as steps are taken to reduce impact
(subsection III-D). For instance, [27] describes processes for
encrypted data storage and access control to protect sensitive
data, and [21] only incidentally receives end-user application
data so follows standard best practices for data protection.

2) Metadata: In some cases, only metadata about network
flows are collected, with expectations for controls on data
collection and management being lower. For instance, [20]
records and analyzed TCP flow tuples of inbound and outbound
traffic on a campus network. While this study is intended to
monitor scanning behavior, the collection also incidentally
measures large amounts of end-user metadata. Another work,
[29], collects flow tuples of scanner traffic on IPs that also
receive and process legitimate traffic, though steps are taken
to ensure that only illegitimate scanner traffic is collected. This
paper does not contain an ethics section, highlighting that
metadata collection of scanner traffic with only incidental user
metadata does not constitute an ethical concern to the authors.
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to bot or scanner traffic, especially when receiving this data is
explicitly part of the measurement design. Even when scanners
are measured, it should be assumed that end-user data could be
received unless countermeasures are taken to prevent this, and
best practices should be applied to protect this collected data.
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traffic (e.g., data received by cloud telescopes is inherently more
sensitive due to latent configuration [27]). Telescopes deployed
on configured IPs can take advantage of that to filter legitimate
traffic [29], or signatures of residential IPs or known botnets
could be used to drop human subject data.

When end-user data is received, encryption and access control
techniques can be enumerated in the paper to demonstrate
protection of user data. Additionally, steps can be taken
post-collection to filter traffic that is likely end-users. For
instance, [27] identifies individual users based partially on
overall IPs or ports contacted. While in this case the technique
is used to isolate and study misconfigurations, it could be
applied in reverse to analyze only likely scanner traffic.

B. Types of data collected

As measurement studies vary in their endpoints, we likewise
see variation in the types of data collected: layer 7 (application)
traffic and IP- or transport-layer metadata are the most commonly
collected (9 of 10 papers in some form), with some targeting
specific subsets of these (e.g., DNS queries).

1) Application-layer data: Works have collected application-
layer data to measure misconfigurations [27], targeted
vulnerabilities [16], [21], and core Internet performance [17].
While collection of such data at major venues has recently
required ethical discussion, collection that includes end-user
data is acceptable so long as steps are taken to reduce impact
(subsection III-D). For instance, [27] describes processes for
encrypted data storage and access control to protect sensitive
data, and [21] only incidentally receives end-user application
data so follows standard best practices for data protection.

2) Metadata: In some cases, only metadata about network
flows are collected, with expectations for controls on data
collection and management being lower. For instance, [20]
records and analyzed TCP flow tuples of inbound and outbound
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monitor scanning behavior, the collection also incidentally
measures large amounts of end-user metadata. Another work,
[29], collects flow tuples of scanner traffic on IPs that also
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[27] S&P ’22 Cloud IPs Application Layer Scanners, End-Users 3

[30] IMC ’22 Web Browser Aggregate Browsing Behavior End-Users
[31] IMC ’22 Darknet Passive IP + DNS Scanners, DNS Servers 3

1 anonymized for publication anonymized at collection 2 reactive to inbound traffic probing/outbound 3 Outbound DNS queries

or recording is taking place, and information that has
been provided for specific purposes by an individual
and that the individual can reasonably expect will not
be made public (e.g., a medical record).

Based on these requirements, we’re faced with a seemingly-
simple question: is measuring scanners without consent accept-
able? One might argue that malicious scanners are targeting de-
ployed systems, and would therefore reasonably expect that their
activity would be recorded and analyzed for security purposes. As
such, personal details inferred from scanning activity are arguably
not considered private information and the scanner does not repre-
sent a human subject for purposes of IRB. Additionally, an official
interpretation [4] suggests that a bot itself is not a human subject,
though data provided by a bot could easily contain personal
information from other subjects. That being said, because scan-
ners can also be deployed on end-user systems, there is an open
question of whether the parties scanning are actually malicious
and have an expectation of recording. Through this, we observe
that an act as seemingly harmless as measuring scanning traffic
can have ethical pitfalls when working under existing frameworks.
The community must reach consensus on an ethical basis for
this measurement, as existing works do not address these issues.

2) Targeting end-users: Internet measurement papers also
aim to characterize the behaviors of end users. By measuring end
users, studies can better understand user behavior, but also infer
the performance of Internet resources and resulting user expe-
riences. Of our studied works, three targeted end-users for study.
Here, we see more involved efforts within the papers themselves
to characterize ethical implications: all end-user-targeting works
had ethics discussion, and two of those [27], [30] included con-
crete discussions of data management practices for collection, stor-
age, anonymization, and analysis of data (the third by construction
did not have access to non-anonymized information [24]).

Takeaways & Recommendations: From these works, we
can see that end-user involvement in measurement is often
an inevitable or even desirable phenomenon. Protections for
these parties should be far more strict than would be applied
to bot or scanner traffic, especially when receiving this data is
explicitly part of the measurement design. Even when scanners
are measured, it should be assumed that end-user data could be
received unless countermeasures are taken to prevent this, and
best practices should be applied to protect this collected data.

Multiple techniques can be employed to protect end-users
from undue involvement in measurement studies. Telescopes

can be deployed in IP ranges less likely to receive legitimate
traffic (e.g., data received by cloud telescopes is inherently more
sensitive due to latent configuration [27]). Telescopes deployed
on configured IPs can take advantage of that to filter legitimate
traffic [29], or signatures of residential IPs or known botnets
could be used to drop human subject data.

When end-user data is received, encryption and access control
techniques can be enumerated in the paper to demonstrate
protection of user data. Additionally, steps can be taken
post-collection to filter traffic that is likely end-users. For
instance, [27] identifies individual users based partially on
overall IPs or ports contacted. While in this case the technique
is used to isolate and study misconfigurations, it could be
applied in reverse to analyze only likely scanner traffic.

B. Types of data collected

As measurement studies vary in their endpoints, we likewise
see variation in the types of data collected: layer 7 (application)
traffic and IP- or transport-layer metadata are the most commonly
collected (9 of 10 papers in some form), with some targeting
specific subsets of these (e.g., DNS queries).

1) Application-layer data: Works have collected application-
layer data to measure misconfigurations [27], targeted
vulnerabilities [16], [21], and core Internet performance [17].
While collection of such data at major venues has recently
required ethical discussion, collection that includes end-user
data is acceptable so long as steps are taken to reduce impact
(subsection III-D). For instance, [27] describes processes for
encrypted data storage and access control to protect sensitive
data, and [21] only incidentally receives end-user application
data so follows standard best practices for data protection.

2) Metadata: In some cases, only metadata about network
flows are collected, with expectations for controls on data
collection and management being lower. For instance, [20]
records and analyzed TCP flow tuples of inbound and outbound
traffic on a campus network. While this study is intended to
monitor scanning behavior, the collection also incidentally
measures large amounts of end-user metadata. Another work,
[29], collects flow tuples of scanner traffic on IPs that also
receive and process legitimate traffic, though steps are taken
to ensure that only illegitimate scanner traffic is collected. This
paper does not contain an ethics section, highlighting that
metadata collection of scanner traffic with only incidental user
metadata does not constitute an ethical concern to the authors.
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Examining venue expectations
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TABLE I. MAJOR SECURITY AND MEASUREMENT VENUES AND CONFERENCE YEARS WHEN ETHICAL
CONSIDERATIONS WERE FIRST MENTIONED IN CALLS-FOR-PAPERS. ADDITIONAL COLUMNS DESCRIBE ATTRIBUTES OF THE MOST RECENTLY-PUBLISHED CFP.

Conference Ethics in CFP since Latest CFP8 IRB1 Impact3 Disclosure4 Legal5 REC6 Framework7

ACM IMC 2009 [6] 2022 Belmont [28] (B/C)
USENIX Security 2013 [7] 2023 2 Menlo [22] (B)

NDSS 2015 [8] 2023
ACM CCS 2017 [10] 2022

ACM ASIACCS 2017 [9] 2023
IEEE S&P 2017 [11] 2023 2

IEEE EuroS&P 2017 [5] 2023 2 Menlo [22] (B)
ACM SIGMETRICS 2018 [12] 2023 2 Menlo [22] (B/C)

ACSAC 2021 [2] 2022
1 Require IRB or equivalent when potentially relevant 2 Emphasize that IRB is necessary but not sufficient 3 Discuss possibility of unforeseen impacts 4 Discuss disclosure of
vulnerabilties 5 Discuss legal issues 6 Research Ethics Committee 7 Cites an ethical framework (B=beneficence, C=consent) 8 Analyzed text is provided in the appendix.

III. STUDYING MEASUREMENT ETHICS IN PRACTICE

In response to community discussions on ethics in
measurement and security broadly, major venues and other have
instituted requirements to add discussion of ethical considerations
to paper submissions, and program committees (PCs) evaluate
papers on their ethical as well as technical merits. As papers
have been submitted and accepted by PCs in subsequent years,
reviewing these papers provides insight into community norms on
ethical measurement. To this end, we collect 10 papers in Internet
measurement (outlined in Table II) from the past 5 years that
were submitted to and accepted to conferences that specifically
highlighted ethical considerations in the call-for-papers. We
consider the ethical models of each paper with respect to parties
studied, consent received, and data collection/analysis.

For each paper, we determine the set of parties measured,
both intentionally and as a byproduct of the measurement. We
examine the types of data collected, anonymization techniques
(both during analysis and for publication). Next, we study
how measurement techniques can impact end-users during
collection, and the extent to which end-users can opt in/out of
the study. Our examined works are distributed broadly across
these dimensions, yet demonstrate ethical boundaries in the
community that may be fruitful for discussion.

Note: While our work interprets the ethical decisions made
by each work, we do not wish to pass judgment on the resulting
decisions of authors or reviewers. Rather, this work aims
to identify de facto ethical norms in in the field and make
recommendations towards adopting or improving on these norms.
While individual papers are not anonymized, the conclusions
of this would should not be taken as evaluations of individual
author choices. To this end, we refer to analyzed papers by their
reference numbers without author names.

A. Measured Parties

While each studied work generally targets measurement of
a specific phenomenon, this can often span across behaviors
of multiple parties. Further, collection methodologies that target
one party (such as scanners) can unintentionally collect data
sent by end users.

1) Measuring scanners: Of the studied papers, seven studied
the activities of Internet scanners to some end. Each achieved
this by exposing collection endpoints on some publicly-routable
IP address, and monitored/responded to incoming traffic. Traffic
from end-users (i.e. networks operated by users that do not

themselves intend to scan) can be received by these endpoints
for a variety of reasons:

1) Configuration. Clients could be configured to connect
due to services (a) deployed, or (b) previously deployed
at the IP address. For instance, [29] measures traffic at
IP addresses that are also used for legitimate purposes,
but filters out these ports from analysis to avoid
collecting end-user data. [18], [20], [21] can also
hypothetically receive traffic due to previously-deployed
services. [27] explicitly seeks to understand the effects
of previously deployed services, and so receiving
this traffic is by-design. When configuration causes
end-user connections, it is often not possible to soundly
distinguish from scanner traffic.

2) Client infection. Clients may be inadvertently co-opted
as scanners through the use of malware, such as
Mirai [14]. In these cases, scan traffic is often sourced
from residential IP addresses with infected devices.
While all examined papers studying scanners could
also receive this data, [18] explicitly isolates and
analyzes these end-user IPs. Without anonymization,
sharing these addresses could leave vulnerable systems
subject to targeted attacks.

When measuring scanners, traffic from end-users can
inevitably be collected. Papers collecting this data generally
focus on the impact of this collection (subsection III-D), rather
than the incidental collection of information. From this, we
conclude that studies of scanners can acceptably focus on their
main study goals, so long as legitimate traffic is not purposefully
elicited and reasonable effort is taken to protect data.

In these works, we also see a tacit assumption that measuring
the scanners themselves is not an ethical issue. Ostensibly, these
scanners are an aggregate and unavoidable phenomenon on the
public Internet. However, scanners are inevitably being designed
and operated by individuals and organizations, many of which
would likely explicitly not consent to measurement. Further,
disclosing personal details on scanner operators would expose
those users to personal or legal harm, which expressly violates
IRB exemptions.

The legal basis of such work may provide some insights.
Consider the regulatory definition of private information [1]:

Private information includes information about
behavior that occurs in a context in which an
individual can reasonably expect that no observation
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Recommendations:

• Apply learnings from other venues

• Emphasize technical merit in ethical considerations



Technical  vs. Ethical  “Innovation”?
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SOTA

Technical Innovation

Ethical “Innovation”

• No concrete framework

• Reviewer discretion

• No negative examples



Future work towards cohesive ethical  norms

Soliciting structured feedback from reviewers
• Community survey with hypothetical ethical concerns
• Aggregated feedback on acceptable norms and ethical risks

Result: criteria with exemplars to clarify 
expectations at major venues
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Future work towards cohesive ethical  norms

Analysis of negative ethical examples
• Paper retractions (rare, low signal)
• Rejected papers (requires PC collaboration)
• Recommendation: anonymized ethical post-mortems

Result: practical negative ethical examples
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